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Summary 

¶ Extreme multi-day rainfall and significant flooding affected many parts of eastern and central Australia from 
17 to 26 March 2021. 

¶ This was the result of a blocking high pressure system in the Tasman Sea and a low-pressure system off 
north-west Australia feeding a large volume of moist tropical air into eastern Australia. 

¶ Coastal New South Wales, including Sydney, experienced multiple days of heavy rainfall, and the week 
ending 24 March 2021 was the wettest week for the region since national daily records began in 1900.  

¶ Flooding occurred in most coastal catchments in New South Wales, and some adjacent parts of south-east 
Queensland and eastern Victoria. 

¶ Flooding reached record heights on the Camden Haven and Manning Rivers and the Hawkesburyï
Nepean catchment in Sydney experienced its most significant flooding for more than 30 years. 

¶ Heavy rainfall extended from central Australia to northern inland New South Wales during that week 
resulting in significant flooding on some inland rivers in northern New South Wales and southern 
Queensland. 

¶ New South Wales had its second-wettest day, third-wettest week and second-wettest March on record 
since 1900. 

¶ Northern MurrayïDarling Basin catchments had two of their three largest one-day increases in water 
storage levels since 1993. 

¶ The 2020ï21 La Niña meant antecedent soil moisture, runoff and water storage levels were higher in 
March 2021 than for a similar multi-day coastal rainfall event in February 2020.This meant a far greater 
extent and severity of flooding in 2021 than 2020.  
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1. Overview of the event 

A major rain event affected significant areas of Australia in the second half of March 2021. The heaviest rainfall 
totals occurred in eastern New South Wales, with almost the whole coastline and adjacent ranges receiving 
significant falls. Extensive heavy rainfall also occurred over large areas of the inland, particularly in much of inland 
New South Wales and northern South Australia. Many catchments on the east coast experienced significant 
flooding, as did numerous inland rivers, especially in northern New South Wales and southern Queensland.  

Moist easterly flow became established over coastal New South Wales on 17 March, associated with a strong, 
slow-moving high pressure system in the southern Tasman Sea between Tasmania and New Zealand (Figure 1). 
This onshore flow persisted for nearly a week. Troughs formed near the coast from time to time, and a small low 
pressure system moved slowly south along the New South Wales coast on 19 and 20 March, reinforcing the 
easterly flow on its southern side. The low did not reach the intensity required to be formally classified as an East 
Coast Low. Some of the heaviest rain occurred during these two days.  

Meanwhile, a separate area of low pressure formed over central Australia on 22 March, with a trough and 
associated north west cloud band extending from the Kimberley in north Western Australia to the far south-west of 
Queensland. This occurred despite a relatively inactive monsoon and the MaddenïJulian Oscillation being well 
outside the Australian region. This consolidated over the following 24 hours into a low pressure system over inland 
areas of southern Queensland and northern New South Wales, which also reinforced north-easterly flow over 
south-eastern New South Wales. The low then moved south over inland New South Wales, reaching eastern Bass 
Strait early on 24 March. It continued to move slowly southwards, on a track just east of Tasmania, over the 
following 24 hours, before accelerating and leaving the Australian region later on 25 March.  

Significant rain began along parts of the New South Wales coast on 17 and 18 March, with heavy falls in the Port 
Stephens area on 18 March. There was also significant thunderstorm activity in northern inland New South Wales 
and central Queensland during this period, with locally heavy falls. These are not considered as part of this event 
and are out of scope for this statement. The heaviest rain began on 19 March, focused on the Mid North Coast1 
region, with significant falls covering much of the coast from the Illawarra northwards. Heavy falls extended south 
to the Sydney region on 21 and 22 March, and northwards to south-east Queensland on 22 and 23 March. The 
South Coast received regular rain during this period but had its heaviest falls on 24 March as a low approached it 
from inland. Eastern Victoria also received significant rain on 24 March, while in eastern Tasmania the heaviest 
rain was on 25 March as the low passed nearby. By 25 March rain had largely cleared from New South Wales, 
except for isolated, locally severe thunderstorm activity on parts of the South Coast that afternoon.  

Widespread inland rain began on 21 March with significant falls in the Kimberley and the western Northern 
Territory. The heaviest rain shifted to central Australia on 22 March, with extensive falls in northern South Australia 
and the southern Northern Territory. As this rain area continued to move east, 23 March was a very wet day for 
most of inland New South Wales apart from the far south-west. The heaviest falls were in the far north of New 
South Wales, with significant rain also extending to border areas of Queensland. This area of rain cleared to 
eastern New South Wales on 24 March.  

 

 

                              
1 A map of forecast districts in New South Wales is available at http://www.bom.gov.au/nsw/forecasts/map.shtml.  

http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/about/australian-climate-influences.shtml?bookmark=monsoon
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/mjo/
http://www.bom.gov.au/nsw/forecasts/map.shtml
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Figure 1: Mean sea level pressure maps at 0000 UTC for each day from 17 to 25 March 2021. 

2. Rainfall observed during the event 

2.1. Extremes at daily and sub-daily timescales 

The influx of moisture from a high pressure system in the Tasman Sea and a low pressure system in the Timor 
Sea (Figure 1) led to very high daily rainfall totals on several days during the event (Figure 2) across south-east 
Australia. Daily totals exceeded 150 mm somewhere in New South Wales on each day from 18 to 24 March, with 
similar totals also occurring in southern Queensland on 22 and 23 March, Victoria on 24 March and Tasmania on 
25 March. Two at sites at Gray, on the Tasmania East Coast, received 295.4 mm and 275.4 mm on 25 March, 
respectively the third and fourth-highest daily rainfall totals on record in March for Tasmania. 
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Figure 2. Daily rainfall totals to 9am local time for each day from 17 to 25 March 2021. 

The highest daily totals of the event were on the Mid North Coast on 19 and 20 March (Figure 2), when numerous 
sites exceeded 200 mm one or both days. The most extreme sub-daily totals occurred also on 19 March, including 
rainfall of 125.0 mm in one hour at Bowraville. The highest total in the Bureau climate network was 370.0 mm on 
20 March at Hannam Vale (Table 1, see Figure 3 for location), while a flood warning gauge 6 km from Hannam 
Vale recorded 405.5 mm. While these falls are significant, coastal New South Wales is prone to extreme rainfall; a 
daily total in excess of 400 mm was observed at least once in 5 of the 12 years from 2009 to 2020. South of 
Newcastle, daily totals between 150 and 210 mm were recorded at several locations, with notable totals listed in 
Table 1.  
































